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Announcing the SBT Ultimate 
Thin Client 
SBT Accounting Systems recently announced that all SBT 
accounting software products are now 100% accessible via 
the web. This move means that SBT has made it possible 
for the company controller traveling on business, or 
vacationing in Fiji, access to corporate accounting 
information from a notebook computer or hand-held 
device.  
  
Now all SBT end users can log on to their accounting 
system via Internet connection at any time, from any 
location. All that’s required is the proper server 
components and configuration. This is the Ultimate Thin 
Client solution, since the client is nothing more than a web 
browser such as Microsoft Internet Explorer 5, accessing a 
Windows 2000 server.    
 
“Here it is - take it!” 
SBT officials confirmed that their new web-based offering 
is a radically different access paradigm from other mid-
market accounting vendors.   
  
Other accounting software vendors have offered or 
promised web access to accounting data by building new 
products and requiring users to update their software, 
costing time and money. However, SBT’s Ultimate Thin 
Client model requires no new upgrade. With the right 
server configuration, existing users get unlimited web 
access to all SBT accounting products right away. This 
puts SBT far ahead of the half-matured transition products 
offered by competitors. 
 
“All of the top vendors in our industry have been standing 
at a technological Maginot Line for more than six months 
now,” said William Mills, president and chief operating 
officer at SBT Accounting Systems.  “SBT is the first to 
step over the line, confirm that this new technology is solid 
and deliverable, and say ‘Here it is - take it!’”  
 
For the first time: ASP hits the mid-market 
SBT’s Ultimate Thin Client paradigm makes application 
hosting possible at the local level. As an authorized SBT 
reseller, Dominance Software Development  can load SBT 
software onto our server in house, and host your company 
in-house. 

A big leap past client-server 
“SBT’s Ultimate Thin Client is a technology leapfrog - SBT 
has made client-server technology obsolete in the mid-
market by taking our products directly to the web,” said 
Lane Giles, senior vice president of development at SBT. 
“The bottom-line issue here is allowing end-users access to 
the latest technology. This is SBT’s acknowledgement of 
the present and future power of the web to transform the 
business environment.  Our users get the multi-site 
advantages of client-server without the big MIS footprint 
and budget.” 
   
How to learn more 
We are Dominance Software Development, and we’ve 
been providing satisfied customers with SBT solutions for 
over 10  years. If you’d like more about SBT’s Ultimate 
Thin Client and how you can access your SBT data online, 
please contact us at 937/254-7638. 
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SBT Accounting Systems 
Delivers Newest Release of 
Award-Winning Pro Series 
 
Pro Series 6.0  brings enhanced drill-down 
and e-business functionality to the mid-
market  
SBT Accounting Systems recently released SBT Pro Series 
6.0, a fully integrated suite of Microsoft-based accounting, 
business management and e-business applications. SBT Pro 
Series 6.0 is ideal for medium-size companies that demand 
real-time inventory control, tightly integrated e-business 
capability, and source code modifiability.  
 
The SBT PowerDrill Solution 
SBT Pro Series 6.0 features the new SBT PowerDrill, which 
allows for robust user-definable relational data views. Pro 
Series 6.0 users can drill down on key fields into transaction 
details within multiple windows. SBT PowerDrill gives 
companies a competitive edge via fast information 
gathering and processing in a real-time environment.  
 
 
 



Key Enhancements to SBT Pro Series 
New Customization Manager module - allows users to 
make changes to the screens and preserve changes when 
future builds are installed. With SBT's Customization 
Manager, Pro Series 6.0 users can: create custom screen 
forms as subclasses of existing forms; make custom screens 
available to specific users/companies; and retain 
customizations when updates are installed.  
 
First Phase Multiple Document Interface - end users can 
bring up multiple maintenance screens such as Customer 
and Item Maintenance, along with Vendor Maintenance 
screens within the same company and module - this is phase 
one in the development of full MDI in Pro Series.  
 
Enhanced e-business capability - SBT Pro Series 6.0 
provides MAPI email and Internet Explorer accessibility. 
Pro Series 6.0 ships with an imbedded SBT ProAlert 
module, an Internet "business robot" that works in 
conjunction with SBT WebTrader to provide an e-business 
solution to mid-market companies.  
 
SBT Message Master -- allows SBT Pro Series users to 
simultaneously email, fax and print the same report. Users 
can email and/or fax a report to an unlimited number of 
recipients simultaneously, and binary files such as 
spreadsheets and word processing documents can be 
attached to emails.  
 
"SBT Pro Series 6.0 is a richly enhanced version of SBT's 
#1 rated financial software solution for the middle market," 
said William H. Mills, president and COO at SBT 
Accounting Systems. "Pro Series has consistently provided 
top-shelf performance for companies that demand strong 
real-time inventory control, reliable back office accounting, 
advanced business-to-business e-commerce functionality, 
state-of-the-art data drilldown capability, and full 
modifiability via source code. Pro Series 6.0 takes each of 
these strengths one step further. The result is an unusually 
robust financial management and e-business solution that 
continues to push the envelope of mid-market expectations."  
 
How to Order Pro Series 6.0 
If you’d like to learn more about Pro Series 6.0, please 
contact us at 937/254-7638. 
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SBT Update Tech Tip for Pro 
Series 6.0 
The Power Drill browser technology that’s new with Pro 
Series 6.0 brings greater reporting power and flexibility 
with it.  If security is an issue, here’s a helpful tip to keep in 
mind.  When you are setting up a PowerDrill browser don't  
 

forget to make sure that the "Allow user(s) to view any 
additional column s" box is NOT checked.  That way you 
will maintain security over what data you are allowing 
people to see. 
 
If you check the “Allow user(s) to view any additional 
columns” box, this feature can allow Operator-type users to 
expand their PowerDrill browses to include fields other than 
you had originally set up. 
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The Perfect Warehouse 
Management Solution Is Here 
SBT Pro Series and RADIO BEACON deliver a high-
performance, paperless warehouse management system 
created for unit/carton pick distributors across a wide 
variety of industries.  RADIO BEACON is the complete 
warehouse management solution for the Internet age. With 
RADIO BEACON you can find it, pick it, pack it, and ship 
it.  And best of all, it integrates seamlessly with SBT Pro 
Series’ Sales Orders and Purchase Orders modules. 
 
Here’s your opportunity to tour a warehouse without putting 
on your coat!  This FREE Windows CD takes you through 
the entire operation of the warehouse, from receipt of 
goods, through to shipping, and everything in between. 
• Learn more about the pick-pack-ship process, and how 

warehouse automation such as RADIO BEACON 
allows the professional warehouse manager to get an 
efficient grip on his/her entire operation.  

• With real footage from real warehouses, our team 
solves challenges facing today’s warehouse 
professionals, and demonstrates the advantages of an 
effective Warehouse Management System (WMS). 

 
As a bonus, the CD also includes a 5-user software 
demonstration package of the latest version of RADIO 
BEACON. 
 
To order your free RADIO BEACON demo CD at no 
obligation to you, just fax this form to 937/254-6610. 
 
Name__________________________________________ 
 
Phone_________________ Email____________________ 
 
Address________________________________________ 
 
City__________________ State_______ Zip___________ 
 
Don’t delay!  Order your free demo CD and learn about 
the latest in warehouse management systems today. 

 
 


